Conformation switching of an aptamer based on cocaine enhancement on a surface of modified GCE.
An ultrasensitive aptasensor was fabricated as an electrochemical nanotool based on the conformation switching of an aptamer (Apt). The Apt which was covalently attached on the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) covered with cadmium telluride (CdTe) quantum dots (QDs) works as a unique modifier for assaying cocaine. The Apt was combined with cocaine to form a three-way junction complex; this complex increased the steric hindrance of the modified GCE surface and resulted in a variation of the corresponding current of a redox probe. In the present study, DPV technique for cocaine detection was applied and resulted in an unprecedented detection limit (LOD) of 5.0±0.1pmolL(-1), which is more sensitive than previously reported methods. One of the greatest advantages of this aptasensor is the elimination of enzymes or antibodies. It is also relatively a highly sensitive, simple, reproducible, and controllable nanotool. Likewise, it can be easily miniaturized, which is a necessary condition for the high-throughput system and on-site applications. The offered nanotool has a great promise for the routine analysis of the ultra-trace amounts of cocaine, which is important for law enforcement and clinical medicine. It is notable to say that further attempts are under way in our laboratory for the construction of other aptasensors with higher performance for specific targets such as the detection of methadone (MTD) and ibuprofen (IBP).